
Logistics  Team Leader
ES-14361

Our Partner is an IT services, consulting, and business solutions provider that has been
partnering with the world’s largest businesses in their transformation journeys.

Currently we are looking for a Logistics Team Leader who is responsible for the
management, inspection, and supervision of all the needs of a company or enterprise.
They are needed to ensure that the product is properly used and coordinate the
delivery, procurement, and shipping of goods. Team Leaders can work in many
locations, including retail shipping warehouses, factories, and transportation hubs.
Among the top goals for this role is to ensure that customer orders are prepared and
shipped accurately and on time.

How will you make an impact?

Receive information about availability of material, goods, products to be
transported at Company’s business risk and cost from the Company’s or other
locations (suppliers, clients, other parties) via Company’s own logistics or
planning systems or other means (e-mail, phone calls), analyze all key
characteristics (weight, dims, origin, destination, delivery need dates, time
available), select the most optimal transportation method & service in terms of
cost, cycle time, and risk.
Manage premium cost approval process.
Place transportation orders with LSPs (logistics service providers) as per the rates
and conditions stated in the Company’s contracts with the LSP’s approved and
contracted by the Company.
Assign marine surveyors as per the rules and process provide by the Company.



Receive information about availability of material, goods, products to be
transported at the GE business risk and cost from the Company’s or other
locations (suppliers, clients, other parties) via GE own logistics or planning
systems or other means (e-mail), analyze all key characteristics (weight, dims,
origin, destination, delivery need dates, time available), select the most optimal
transportation method & service in terms of cost, cycle time, and risk.
Organizing marine surveyors and utilizing other GE tools to support complete
logistics process
Track and trace shipment status from pick-up up to the final delivery, update the
Company’s systems with the scheduled and actual pick-up and delivery dates
within 24 hours after the transportation event latest.
Resolve promptly emergency and crisis situations. Cooperate smoothly and
seamlessly also with other personnel of companies performing same
transportation management services for the Company in other regions.
Record, maintain, update data in the Company’s transportation management
systems (OTM, SAP, MTA) promptly within specified deadlines, with proper care
and applying appropriate controllership rules
Send RFQs for spot quotes to relevant LSPs in accordance with the Company’s
competitive bidding policy whenever the Company contracted rates cannot be
applied on a shipment.
Travel to client location(s) within the EU to be part of client meetings

Are you a good fit?

3+ years in logistics
2+ Years in handling teams
Bachelor degree
English on a business level

 
Our Partner offers:
 
 

In our Partner’s Shared Service Center you can taste the world by working
together with 99 nationalities.
This position belongs to the BPS (Business Process Solutions) unit. This unit is
helping enterprises achieve significant and sustained business outcomes by
leveraging our deep domain expertise and operations.
Career growth opportunities: 70%+ of leadership roles fulfilled by internal
promotions



The opportunity to work on different Finance and Accounting (F&A) management
processes across different industries
Get trained on various competencies and skills
A great diversity of cultures
Language courses and training
On-site relax & gym room
Volunteering, sport and employee events


